We introduce a new class of sets called fuzzy soft paraopen sets and paraclosed sets in fuzzy soft topological spaces and discussed some of their basic properties. We introduce and study a new class of maps such as fuzzy soft paracontinuous map, fuzzy soft para irresolute, fuzzy soft minimal paracontinuous, fuzzy soft maximal paracontinuous maps in fuzzy soft topological spaces and relation between them are investigated by suitable examples.
INTRODUCTION
To overcome uncertainty in science and mathematics many theories have been proposed.
There are several classical methods available to solve problems in sociology, environment, engineering, economics etc. L.A.Zadeh [1] in 1965, introduced the concept of fuzzy set theory a fuzzy soft paraopen set if it is neither fuzzy soft minimal open nor fuzzy soft maximal open set. The family of all fuzzy soft paraopen sets in a fuzzy soft topological space (X, E, τ) is denoted by FSP a O(X). A closed subset V E of a fuzzy soft topological space (X, E, τ) is said to be a fuzzy soft paraclosed set iff its complement (X −V E ) is a fuzzy soft paraopen set. The family of all fuzzy soft paraclosed sets in a fuzzy soft topological space (X, E, τ) is denoted by FSP a C(X, E, τ).
Note: Every fuzzy soft paraopen set is a fuzzy soft open set and fuzzy soft paraclosed set is a fuzzy soft closed set but converse is not true, is shown by the following example. [(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.3 , r 1 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.3 , q 0.3 , r 0.2 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0.3 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 1 ))]}.
Then, FSMiO(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.3 , q 0.3 , r 0.2 ))]}, FSMaO(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0.3 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 1 ))]}, FSMiC(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 1 , r 0.8 )), (e 2 , (p 0.7 , q 0.7 , r 0.8 ))]}, FSMaC(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 0 , q 0.7 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 0 ))]}, FSPaO(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.3 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.3 , q 0.5 , r 0.2 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.3 , r 1 ))]}, FSPaC(X, E, τ) = {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.7 , r 0.8 )), (e 2 , (p 0.7 , q 0.5 , r 0.8 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0 , q 1 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.7 , r 0 ))]}.
Here, {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.3 , q 0.3 , r 0.2 ))]} is a fuzzy soft open set but not a fuzzy soft paraopen set and {[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 1 , r 0.8 )), (e 2 , (p 0.7 , q 0.7 , r 0.8 ))]} is a fuzzy soft closed set but not a fuzzy soft paraclosed set. Remark 3.3. Union and intersection of a fuzzy soft paraopen (resp. fuzzy soft paraclosed) sets need not be a fuzzy soft paraopen (resp. fuzzy soft paraclosed) set. 
(ii) Let K E be a fuzzy soft paraopen and N E be a fuzzy soft maximal open set in (X, E, τ).
If 
(ii) If L E is a fuzzy soft paraclosed set and M E is a fuzzy soft maximal closed set then 
(iii) Let K E and L E be fuzzy soft paraclosed sets in (X, E, τ). If K E L E is a fuzzy soft paraclosed set, then the proof is obvious. Suppose K E L E is not a fuzzy soft paraopen set, then by definition 3.1, K E L E is a fuzzy soft minimal closed or fuzzy soft maximal closed set.If K E L E is a fuzzy soft minimal closed set then there is nothing to prove.
Suppose K E L E is a fuzzy soft maximal closed set, then K E ⊂ K E L E and L E ⊂ K E L E which is a contradiction to the fact that K E and L E are fuzzy soft paraclosed sets. Hence, K E L E is a fuzzy soft minimal closed set. 
FUZZY SOFT PARA CONTINUOUS MAPS
Definition 4.4. Let (X, E, τ) and (Y, E, µ) be fuzzy soft topological spaces, then a map F :
as FSmin-p a -continuous. Theorem 4.6.
(i) Every fuzzy soft continuous map is a fuzzy soft para continuous map.
(ii) Every fuzzy soft * -para continuous map is fuzzy soft continuous map.
(iii) Every fuzzy soft * -para continuous map is fuzzy soft para continuous map.
(iv) Every fuzzy soft para irresolute map is fuzzy soft para continuous map.
(v) Every fuzzy soft * -para continuous map is fuzzy soft para irresolute map.
Proof. (iii) The proof follows from (i) and (ii). ( 
[(e 1 , (p 0.6 , q 0.5 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.7 , q 1 , r 0.5 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.2 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0 , r 0 ))]}.
F : ( f E , τ) → (g E , µ) be an identity map. Here,F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft continuous map, since the fuzzy soft open set
(ii) Fuzzy soft continuous map fuzzy soft *-para continuous map.
be an identity map. Then, F is fuzzy soft continuous map but it is not a fuzzy soft * -para continuous map. Since the fuzzy soft open set
is not a fuzzy soft paraopen set in (X, E, τ).
(iii) Fuzzy soft para continuous map fuzzy soft * -para continuous map.
Example: In above example, F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous map but it is not a fuzzy soft * -para continuous map.
(iv) Fuzzy soft para continuous map fuzzy soft para irresolute map.
[(e 1 , (p 0.6 , q 0.7 , r 0.8 )), (e 2 , (p 0.8 , q 0.9 , r 0.7 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.7 , r 0.4 )), (e 2 , (p 0.4 , q 0.9 , r 0.5 ))]}.
[(e 1 , (p 0.8 , q 0.7 , r 0.9 )), (e 2 , (p 0.9 , q 1 , r 0.7 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.6 , r 0.4 )), (e 2 , (p 0.4 , q 0.5 , r 0.5 ))]}.
F : ( f E , τ) → (g E , µ) be an identity map. Here,F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft parairresolute map, since the fuzzy soft paraopen set {[(e 1 , (p 0.6 , q 0.7 , r 0.8 )), (e 2 , (p 0.8 , q 0.9 , r 0.7 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.6 , r 0.4 )), (e 2 , (p 0.4 , q 0.5 , r 0.5 ))]} in (Y, E, µ) is not a fuzzy soft paraopen set in (X, E, τ).
(v) Fuzzy soft para irresolute map fuzzy soft * -para continuous map. Example: In 4.7, example(ii), F is fuzzy soft parairresolute map but it is not a * -para continuous map. [(e 1 , (p 0.9 , q 0.1 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.3 , r 0.9 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.5 , q 0.1 , r 0.2 )), (e 2 , (p 0.3 , q 0.3 , r 0.2 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.9 , q 0.3 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 0.9 ))]}, µ) be an identity map. Here, F is a fuzzy soft minimal paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft paracontinuous. In 4.7 example(ii),F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft minimal paracontinuous. [(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0.7 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.8 , q 0.6 , r 0.9 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.9 , q 0.3 , r 0.4 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 0.2 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 1 , q 0.7 , r 0.4 )), (e 2 , (p 0.8 , q 0.6 , r 0.9 ))]}.
[(e 1 , (p 0.9 , q 0.1 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.3 , r 0.9 ))],
[(e 1 , (p 0.9 , q 0.3 , r 0.5 )), (e 2 , (p 0.5 , q 0.5 , r 0.9 ))]}
F : ( f E , τ) → (g E , µ) be an identity map. Here, F is a fuzzy soft maximal paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft paracontinuous. In 4.7 example(ii),F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous but it is not a fuzzy soft maximal paracontinuous. Proof. The proof follows from the definition and fact that the complement of fuzzy soft paraopen set is fuzzy soft paraclosed set. Proof. Let K E be any fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Z, E, η). Since G is fuzzy soft Proof. The proof follows from the definition and fact that the complement of fuzzy soft paraopen set is fuzzy soft paraclosed set. Proof. Let K E be any fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Z, E, η). Since G is fuzzy soft para irresolute, G −1 (K E ) is a fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Y, E, µ). Since F is fuzzy soft paracontinuous, Proof. Let K E be any fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Z, E, η). Since G is fuzzy soft para irresolute, G −1 (K E ) is a fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Y, E, µ). Since F is fuzzy soft para irresolute, Proof. Let K E be any fuzzy soft paraopen set in (Z, E, η). Since G is fuzzy soft para irresolute, Hence, G • F is a fuzzy soft maximal paracontinuous.
